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ABSTRACT
We introduce the notion of Lp-mixed intersection body (p < I) and extend the classical notion dual
mixed volume to an L p setting. Further, we establish the Brunn-Minkowski inequality for the q-dual
mixed volumes of star duals of L p-mixed intersection bodies.
O. INTRODUCTION
The intersection operator and the class of intersection bodies were defined by
Lutwak [12]. The closure of the class of intersection bodies was studied by Goody,
Lutwak and Weil [5]. The intersection operator and the class of intersection bodies
played a critical role in Zhang [15] and Gardner [2] on the solution of the famous
Busemann-Petty problem. (See also Gardner, Koldobsky and Schlumprecht [4].)
As Lutwak [12] shows (and as is further elaborated in Gardner's book [3]),
there is a kind of duality between projection and intersection bodies. Consider the
following illustrative example: It is well known that the projections (onto lower
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dimensional subspaces) of projection bodies are themselves projection bodies.
Lutwak conjectured the "dual": When intersection bodies are intersected with
lower dimensional subspaces, the results are intersection bodies (within the lower
dimensional subspaces). This was proven by Fallert, Goodey and Weil [I].
In [10] (see also [13] and [II]), Lutwak introduced mixed projection bodies and
proved the following Brunn-Minkowski inequality for mixed projection bodies:
If K, L E K" and 0:(; i < n, then
(0.1) Wi (TI(K +L»)I/(Il-i)(I1-1)? Wi(TIK)l/(I1-i)(n-l) +Wi(llL)l/(n-i)(Il-I),
with equality if and only if K and L are homothetic.
In [16], Zhao and Leng established the dual form of inequality (0.1) for mixed
intersection bodies:
If K, L E 5 n and 0:(; i < n, then
(0.2) Wi (I(K -+L»)I/(n-i)(n-I):(; Wi (IK)I/(n-i)(n-l) + Wi(IL)I/(n-i)(n-I),
with equality if and only if K and L are dilates.
In 2006, Haberl and Ludwig [6] introduced the L p-intersection body IpK (p < I)
with radial function
p(lpK,.)P:= i:»>
K
In [14], Moszynska introduced the notion of star duality KO of a star body K as
follows. For every K E S",
KO := cI(lR" \ i (K»),
where i : IRn \ {O} ~ IRn \ {O} is the inversion with respect to S"-I, that is,
. X
I(X):= IIx1l 2 '
Here in this paper we introduce the notion of L p-mixed intersection body (p < 1)
and extends the classical dual mixed volume to an L p setting. Furthermore, we
establish the following Brunn-Minkowski inequality for the star duals of L p-mixed
intersection bodies:
Theorem. IfK , L E S", 0 :(; i < n, i E fiI, q > 0 and p < 1, then
Vq,i(I;(K -+ L)r l / (Il - i )( Il - 1)
>- V _(10 K)-I/(n-i)(n-l) + V _(1 0 L)-l/(n-i)(n-l)
s-: q.t P q.: P ,
with equality if and only if K and L are dilations.
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Here, Ip K denotes the Lp-intersection body ofa star body K which was defined
by Haberl and Ludwig [6], IpK o the star dual of the Lp-intersection body IpK,
Vq(Kl' ... , K n ) the q-dual mixed volumes of star bodies K 1••••• Kn , and VII.i(K)
the q-dual mixed volumes Vq(K, ... , K, B, ... , B). Moreover, the sum +denotes
'-y-' '-v-'
n r- i i
the radial Minkowski sum. These will be defined in Section I.
I. q-DUAL MIXED VOLUME
The setting for this paper is the n-dimensional Euclidean space ~n (n > 2). Let
en denote the set of non-empty convex figures (compact, convex subsets) and K}
the subset of en consisting of all convex bodies (compact, convex subsets with
non-empty interiors) in ~Il. We reserve the letter u for unit vectors, and the letter B
for the unit ball centered at the origin. The surface of B is sn-I. For u E sn-I, let
Eu denote the hyperplane, through the origin, that is orthogonal to u. We will use
K U to denote the image of a convex body K under an orthogonal projection onto
the hyperplane Eu and V(K) the n-dimensional volume ofa convex body K. The
support function h(K,') of K E KIl is defined on ~1I by h(K, x):= max{x· y: y E
K}. Let 8 denote the Hausdorff metric on K"; i.e., for K, L E K lI ,
where I ·100 denotes the sup-norm on the space of continuous functions C(sn-l).
Associated with a compact subset K of ~1I, which is star-shaped with respect
to the origin, is its radial function p(K,·): Sll-1 ~ ~, defined for U E sn-I by
p(K, u) := max{A ~ 0: AU E K}. If p(K, .) is positive and continuous, K will be
called a star body. Let S" denote the set of star bodies in ~n . Let ;5 denote the radial
metric on S", that is, for any K, L E S",
8(K, L):= IPK - PLIC)().
We define vector addition +on ~n, which we shall call the radial addition, as
follows. For any XI, ••• , x; E ~n, XI +... +xr is defined to be the usual vector sum
of XI, ... , x; if they all lie in a I-dimensional subspace of'R", and as the zero vector
otherwise.
If K I, ... , K, E S" and AI, ... , s, E ~, then the radial Minkowski linear combi-
nation AI K I +...+Ar Kr E S" is defined by
This addition will be called the radial Minkowski addition. We note that for convex
bodies, radial Minkowski scalar multiplication and Minkowski scalar multiplication
agree. Note also that while radial addition for vectors is not associative, radial
Minkowski addition on S" is, and for KI, ... , K, E S" and A,Ai ~ 0, i = I, ... , r ,
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and
Hence it is trivial to verify that for K; E 51/ and A; :?0, i = I, ... , r,
Here, we begin by defining the q-dual mixed volume Vq (K I, ... , K ll ) as follows.
Definition 1.1. For any K I, ... , Kr E S";
(1.2) Vq(K], ... , KI/)
( I f )l/q:=Wll nW
n
pq(KI,u) .. ·pq(Kll , u )d S (u ) ,
5,,-1
q =1= o.
By Definition 1.1, the map Vq : S" x ... X S" -+ lR has the following properties:
it is continuous, positive, positively homogeneous, increasing with respect to
inclusion, and
(1) Vq(Kl, , K ll ) is continuous for any K; E 5", i = 1, ... , n;
(2) Vq(K I, , K ll ) > 0 for any K; E 5" , i = 1, ... , n;
(3) Vq(AI Ki, ... , AnK ll ) = A1 ... AnVq(KI, ... , K ll )for any K; E 5" and A; > 0,i =
1.... , n;
(4) if K, c L; for all i = 1, .... n, then
with equality if and only if K; = L;, i = 1, ... , n.
Taking for q = 1 in (1.1), we have
where V(KI, ... , Kll ) is the classical dual mixed volumes which was defined by
Lutwak [8). Moreover, for the sake of simplicity, in the sequel we will write
Vq(K, .... K,L, ... ,L) as Vq.i(K,L), Vq(K, ...• K,B, ... ,B) as Vq.i(K), and
'-v-'~ '-v-'~
n-I-i i nr-i
Vq(K, ... , K) as Vq(K).
'-v-'
11
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2. THE EXTENSION OF THE NOTION OF L1,-i:--JTiRSECTiON BODiLS
Recently, Haberl and Ludwig [6] introduced the notion of L p-intersection bodies.
For K E Pg = the set of convex polytopes in ]R" that contain the origin in their
interiors, the star body I~K is defined for u E S,,-I by
p(I~K.u)p:= j lu·xrpdx,
Kn,,+
where u+ = {x E 1R": u· x? OJ. Define I; K:= I~(-K). For p < I, the centrally
symmetric star body IpK = I~K + I;K is called the Lp-intersection body of K.
So for u E sn-I ,
(2.1) p(lpK,u)P= j1u'X1-PdX.
K
Since [15]
v(K n u+) = lim ~ j lu,Xl- I+E dx .
r-+O 2
K
1- P I'p(IK. u) = lim -2- p (I I' K , u) ,
1'-41_
that is, the intersection body of K is obtained as a limit of Lp-intersection bodies
of K. Also note that a change to polar coordinates in (2.1) shows that up to a
normalization factor, p(II'K, u)1' equals the cosine transform of p(K, uv:».
We introduce the notion of L I'-mixed intersection body Ip(K I, ... , Kn-I) of
K I, ... , Kn-I for p < 1 by defining its radial function by
(2.2)
where vp(K] n E" ... _, Kn-I n E,,) denotes the p-dual mixed volumes of KI n
E" •... , K,,_I n Ell in (n - I)-dimensional space. If KI = ... = K"-i-I = K and
Kn-i = ... = KIl-1 = L, then vl'(KI n E", ... , K,,_I n E,,) is written as vp.i(K n
E", L n E,,). If L = S, then vl'.i(K n E", L n £,,) is written as vl'.i(K nEil)'
By definition, we obtain
. I - p ( )1'hm --p Ip(Ki, .... KIl-d. u
1'-41_ 2
= lim vp(K j n E" ..... KII _ I n £11)
1'-41_
=V(Ki n E" KIl-1 n E,,)
=p(HKI K,,_I).U).
that is, the mixed intersection body of K I, ... , KIl-1 is obtained as a limit of L1'-
mixed intersection bodies of K I, ... , K,,_I.
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For the L,,-mixed intersection bodies 1,,(Kl Kn-I), if K 1 = ... = Kn-i-I =
K and Kn- i = ... = Kn-I = L, then I,,(KI Kn-I) is written as I,,(K, L)i. If
L = B, then Ip(K, L)i is written as I"Ki and is called the ith L,,-intersection body
of K. We abbreviate I" Ko simply as I" K. This is just the L,,-intersection bodies of
star body K.
From (Ll) and (2.2),
where K, L, Ki ; ... , Kn- 2 E S", A, fJ. ? 0 and C = (K], ... , Kn- 2) .
Let I~(Kl,"" Kn-I) denote the star dual of the L,,-mixed intersection body
of KI, .... Kn-j. If KI = ... = Kn-i-l = K, Kn-i = ... = Kn-I = L, then
I~(KI,"" Kn-I) is abbreviated as I~(K, L)i. If L = B, then I~(K, L)j is written
as I~Kj and is called the ith star dual ofthe Lp-mixed intersection body of K. As
before, we write I~Ko simply as I~K.
For every K E s-, we have [14]
3. p-MIXED CHORD INTEGRALS
For U E sn-I, K E S", ic«, u) =: 1(p(K, u) + p(K, -u» is defined to be half the
chord of K in the direction u. Two star bodies K and L are said to have similar
chords if there exists a constant A> 0 such that ii«, u) = Ab(L, u) for all u E sn-I.
In [9], Lutwak introduced the p-mixed width integral Bp for K I, ... , Kn E K" as
B,,(Kj, ... , Kn)
I:=wn(n~n f b(Kl,U)P ... b(Kn,U)"dS(U»)P, p=I=O.
S"-l
Analogously, we introduce the p-mixed chord integral BP for K I, ... , K n E tp" as
(3.1)
p '10,
and the p-mixed chord integral of index i as
I
(3.2) Bp.i(K) := Wn(n~n f ic«,u)p(n-i) dS(u)r', p 'I 0,
sn-1
where Bp,i(K) denotes Bp(K, ... , K, B, ... , B).
~'-.--'
n-si
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It is trivial to verify that
(3.3) ii« +L, u) = i;«. u) + b(L, u).
4. Lp-BRUNN-MINKOWSKI INEQUALITY FOR STAR DLiALS OF MIXED INTERSECTION
BODIES
For q-dual mixed volume, in view of Definition 1.1 and Holder's inequality for
integrals [7], we obtain the following new Aleksandrov-Fenchel inequality between
q-dual mixed volumes:
Lemma 4.1. If K I, .... K« E S", I < r ~ n, 0 ~ j < n - I, r, j EN and q i 0, then
r
(4.1) Vq(Kl, ... , KS ~nVq(Kj, ... , K], Kr+ I, ... , K n),
'-I '-,.-'J- r
with equality if and only if K], ... , Kn are all dilations.
Taking for q = I in (4.1), we have the following lemma:
V(KI, ... , K n)' ~nV(Kj, ... , Kj, Kr+I, ... , K n),
j=1 '-'--
r
with equality if and only if K I , ... , Kn are all dilations.
This is just the Aleksandrov-Fenchel inequality between dual mixed volumes
(see [8]).
Taking for r = n in (4.1), we have the following lemma:
Lemma 4.2. If K I .... , Kn E S" and q '#0, then
with equality if and only if K I, ... , K; are all dilations.
On the other hand, from (1.2) and in view of Minkowski inequality for integrals
[7], we obtain the following L p-dual Brunn-Minkowski inequality:
Lemma 4.3. If K, L E c", p '#0 and 0 ~ i ~ n - I, then
with equality if and only if K is a dilation ofL.
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Lemma 4.4. If K, L E SII, 0 ~ i < 11, 0 ~ j < 11 - I . i . j E N, q =F 0 and p < 1, then
Proof. From (1.2), (2.2) and (2.4), we have
( I f ( )-q(n-i») ~=Wn nW
n
p Ip(Kj, ... ,Kn_I),u dS(u)
sn-l
(
1 ( 2 ) -q(;-i)
= W n nW
n
1- p
f =.9J!t..=il ) ~X vp(K) n Eu , ... , Kn-I n Eu ) I' dS(u) .
sn-l
The proof is complete. 0
We are now in the position to prove the main theorem as stated in the Introduc-
tion.
Theorem 4.1. IlK, L E S", 0 ~ i < n, i EN, q > 0 and p < I, then
with equality if and only if K and L are dilations.
Proof. From (3.2) and in view of the Minkowski inequality for integrals [7], we
obtain
If b(K,U)-q(n-iJdS(U»)-q(n-il-~( In-I
= Wn nW
n
sn-l
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=W;I1~i(n~" f (~P(K'U)+~P(K'_U»)-q(ll-i)dS(U»)-'/!I/i)
5"- 1
1 ---1_.-~( 1 f (.)) '1(11-/)~ W" 11-' _ p(K, u)-q n-{ dS(u) .
nco;
5"- 1
Moreover, from (1.2) and (2.4), we have
Vq.i(KO)=W"C~" f P(KO,U)q(n-ildS(U)Ylq
5"- 1( I f .) I/q= Wn nw" p(K, u)-q(n-l) dS(u) .
S"-I
Hence
with equality if and only if K is centered.
Assume that C = (L I, ... , Ln- 2 ), where L 1, ... , Ln- 2 E S", From (3.2), (2.3),
(3.3) and the Minkowski inequality for integrals [7], we have
1
=W;II~i(_I_ f b(I p(K+L,C),Ur q(n-i)dS(u»)-q(lI-il
nWn
5"-1
1
= W; l1~i (_1_ f b(Ip(K, C) +Ip(L, C), urq(n-i) dS(U») -q(II-;)
nco;
S,,-I
_---L( 1 f -
=wn"-' - (b(Ip(K.C),u)
nos;
5"-- 1
1
+ iJ(Ip(L, C), u)) -q(l1-i) dS(U») - "(I1-il
I I
~ WI~ l1~i (n~l1) - q(lI-il (f t;(Ip(K. C), urq(n-i1dS(U») - q(n-il
5"- 1
1 I
+ W; lI~i (n~J - q(l1-i) (f b(Ip(L, C), ur q(l1-il dS(U») - q(n-i)
5"- 1
_ 1 _ 1
= Bq.211-i(I p(K, Or;;=-; + Bq,211-i(Ip(L, C)r"- i ,
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with equality if and only iflp(K, C) and (p(L. C) have similar chords. Since the
Lp-mixed intersection bodies are centered, it follows that (p(K, C) and (p(L, C)
are dilations.
From the equality condition of inequality (4.6) and the fact that Lp-mixed
intersection bodies are centered, we have
- I(4.7) Vq,i((;(K +-L, C)f n - i
- I _ I
? Vq,i((;(K, C)f n- i + Vq,i((;(K, C)f n- i ,
with equality if and only ifIp(K, C) and (p(L, C) are dilations.
On the other hand, from (4.2), we obtain
(4.8)
with equality if and only if K n E u and L n Eu are dilations for every u, or
equivalently, if and only if K and L are dilations [4].
From Lemma 4.4, (4.8), Holder's inequality for integrals [7], and in view of the
fact that
where M = K or L, we obtain
(4.9) Vq,i(I;(K, L)j)
=wn(n~nC~ p)~
f -(n-i)q) I/qX vp.j(K n s., L n Eu ) p dS(u)
5n- 1
( 1 ( 2 r"<w ---'" n nco., 1 _ P
f q(n-j-I) -!1L _n-i )l / qX (vp(K n Eu) n-I vp(L n Eu)n-l) P dS(u)
5n- 1
(
1 ( 2 )~( f -(n-i)q )~)l/q~ Wn nW
n
1 _ p vp(K n Eu)-p- dS(u)
5n- 1
(f nq ) q(l-I)X vp(L n Eufp dS(u)
5n - 1
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(
1 ( 2 )~ f - -(n-i)q )~~/-I\
=Wn - -- vp(K n Eu) P dS(u)
tuo.; 1 - P
5n - 1
( 1 ( 2 )~ f =.!!'..=!J<L) q(nj- 1)X - -- vp(L n Eu ) P dS(u)mv" I-p
5"- 1
In view of the two equality conditions of (4.8) and Holder's inequality for integrals
[7], it follows that the equality holds if and only if K and L are dilations.
Taking for LI = ... = L,,-2 = K -+- Lin (4.7), we have
_ 1
(4,10) Vq.i(I~)(K -+-L)fn-i
_ 1 _ 1
? Vq,i(I~(K, K -+-L)n_Zf n-i + Vq,i(I;(L, K -+-L),,_zf n-i ,
with equality if and only ifIp(K, K -+- L)n-2 and Ip(L, K -+- L)n-z are dilations.
By using twice (4.9) on the right-hand side of (4.10), we obtain
_ I _ 1 _ 11-2
(4.11) Vq,i(I;(K-+L)f"- i ? Vq,i(I;Kf(n-i)(II-I)Vq,i(I;(K-+L») (II i)(n I)
_ 1 _ n-2
+ V '(1° L)-(II i)(11 I) V ·(P(K -+L»)-In i)(n I)
'1.1 P '1,1 P ,
with equality if and only if K, Land K -+ L are dilations. Combining this with
the fact that Ip(K, K -+ L)n-z and Ip(L, K -+ L)n-2 are dilations, it follows that the
equality holds if and only if K and L are dilations.
_ _ n-2
Dividing both sides of (4.11) by Vq,i(I;(K + L»)- (n iHn I), we get
_ I _ 1 _ I
V ·(r(K-+L»)-(n i)(11 I)>-V ·(rK)-(n i)(n 1)+V ·(IOL)-(n illn I)
'1,1 p Y q.: P '1.1 P
with equality if and only if K and L are dilations.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is now complete. 0
There are interesting consequences ofTheorem 4.1. For example, taking q = 1 in
(4.5), we have
Corollary 4.1. If K, L E 5", 0 ~ i < n, i EN and p < 1, then
with equality ifand only if K and L are dilations.
Since (l - p)lpK ---+ I K as p ---+ 1- (see [6]), by letting p ---+ 1- in (4.12), we
have the following corollary:
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Corollary 4.2. If K. L E S" and 0";; i < II. i E N, then
with equality (land only (l K and L are dilations.
Note that this is just a star dual form of the following result which was given by
Zhao and Leng [16]:
I _ I _ I
i vin II";; Wj(IK) (l1-i)(11 I) + Wj(IL)IIl-i)(Il-I) ,
with equality if and only if K and L are dilations.
Taking for i = 0 and q = 1 in (4.5), we have the following corollary:
Corollary 4.3. If K, L E S", and p < I, then
with equality if and only if K and L are dilations.
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